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Outline 

  Sequential DA reminders 
  Linear analysis scheme 
  Assimilation diagnostics 
  Issues of property 

conservation and state 
variables 

  Optimal Interpolation 
  Linear geostrophic balance 
  MVOI US HYCOM 
  Ensemble OI, Gulf of Mexico 

  Ensemble Kalman Filter 
  The TOPAZ system 

  Set up 
  Sea ice – ocean coupling issues  
  Results from a 6 years reanalysis  

  Ecosystem model 
  Non-Gaussian distributed 

variables 
  Gaussian anamorphosis 



Observations are incomplete 

  Incomplete coverage in space 
  Satellite:  

  Surface observations (SST, OC, …) 
  In-situ profiles  

  Argo, but ocean length scales are very small 

  Incomplete observation of prognostic variables 
  Observations of diagnostic variables (SSH)  
  Not a unique combination of prognostic variables (U, V, T, S) 
  Multivariate and dynamical data assimilation  

  Incomplete coverage in time 
  Challenge:  how to complete the movie consistently? 
  Models? 



Models are imperfect 

  Imperfect input 
  Numerical weather data  
  Topography 
  Initial conditions 

  Other (inherent) imperfections 
  Numerical schemes  
  Resolution (horizontal, vertical) 
  Parameterization  

  Errors and biases 



Motivation 

  The data assimilation problem 
  Determine  

  The best estimate of a dynamical system 
  Its uncertainty 

  Given 
  Incomplete observations 
 An imperfect numerical model 

  “Optimal” combination of observations and model 
  “Optimal” = minimal residual error.  



Why doing data assimilation at all? 

Physical 
consistency 

Accuracy 

Forecasting skills 

Model Observations 

DA 



How to define the problem? 

  Optimization 
  Control parameters  
  Observations 

  Optimize control parameters 
  Minimize the Cost function 
  Gradient descent 

  Variational methods  
  3DVAR, 4DVAR 
  Inverse problems 

  Statistical estimation 
  State variables 
  Observations 

  Estimate the state variables  
  Minimize the error variance  
  Kriging  

  Sequential methods  
  KF, EnKF, Particle Filter 

Both are in theory equivalent, we 
focus here on sequential methods 







Gain matrix: K 



Diagnostics 
  Degrees of Freedom of Signal  

  DFS = tr (KH) 

  Spread reduction factor 



Example DFS vs. SRF, all 
observations 



The HYCOM model 

  3D numerical ocean model 
  11 – 16 km resolution in TOPAZ 
  800x880 horizontal grid 

  Hybrid coordinate 
  28 vertical z-isopycnal layers 

  State space ψ 
  5x3D and 6x2D variables 
  ψ =(u,v, t, s, dp (layer thickness), 
Ice conc., ice thickness, snow, 3 bias 

parameters) 
  100 million unknown parameters 



“Prognostic” state variables 



Conservation of properties 
Evensen (2003) 

 Update equation 
 ψa

n = ψf
n + Kn (dn - Hψf

n )  
 Factorize by ψf

n  
 ψ’an = ψ’fn . T  
 T: Transform matrix (size 100 x 100), also sometimes called X5  

Ensemble ψ,  anomalies ψ’ = ψ - <ψ> 

Kalman gain: 

 Kn = ψn
f ψ’f

n
T HT .  

( H ψ’f
n ψ’f

n
T HT + R ) -1 

The transform T ensures conservation of the linear properties 
(geostrophic balance)  



Linear geostrophic balance 
in an anticyclonic eddy 

Lighter water inside the eddy 
Elevation of sea surface height 
Geostrophic currents = horizontal SSH gradients 

SSH 



  Constant forecast/background errors (= steady state) 
  Does not care what is the source of errors, only the effects 

  Multivariate covariances can be derived: 
  By hand (Cooper and Haines 1996, MVOI Cummings et al.)  
  From a historical model run (Ensemble OI, SEEK fixed base)  

  Most common method used in operational systems  
  NRL HYCOM 1/12th, Mercator, BlueLink … (except for TOPAZ) 

Optimal Interpolation (OI) 



MVOI at NRL 
Cummings et al. 

  Explicit covariance structures between observations and non-
observed state variables 

  SSH against layer thickness and currents 
  Does not take care of topography or other sources of anisotropy 
  Does not consider the origin of the eddy. 



GODAE Final 
Symposium, 12 – 15 

1/12º global HYCOM 
SSH and surface drifters 



EnOI “static ensemble” 

  Covariances derived from a long model run 
  Local anisotropy 

pp pu pv 

From Srinivasan et al. Oc. Mod. 2011 



[ K.A. Lisæter ] 

Counillon et al., 2009, 2010 

Gulf of Mexico 
Ocean Numerics Forecast trials 2005, 2006 



What about non-linear properties? 

  Density is nonlinear in (T,S)  
  Transform matrix  

  In z coordinates: combines T 
and S at same depths  

  In isopycnal coordinates at 
constant density  

  Changes the density 
  Especially at low temperatures  

  Remains small if the 
ensemble spread is small… 

T-S diagram from M. 
Tomczak, Flinders 
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Non-linear / non-Gaussian  
properties 



Exp1 Free run 

Assimilation with tides 
eVITA-EnKF (BILAT) 

  Oct. 2008: Workshop in Beijing 
  South China Sea 

  Reanalysis  
  Assimilation of track altimeter data 
  Problem of tides 

  1 visiting post-doc 
  Dr. Jiping XIE 
  Staying 4 months in 2009 

  Publications 
  Xie, Counillon, Bertino, In 

preparation 

J. P. Xie, NZC, IAP, PR. 
China 



Conclusion on OI methods 

PROS 
  Computationally cheap 

  One forward ocean model run 
  Can assimilate most of the 

useful ocean data  
  Especially successful in tropical 

areas with steady state 
dynamics  

CONS 
  No dynamical evolution of the 

error 
  Ensemble spans different 

seasons / years  
  Weak physical consistency 
  Prone to “accumulation” of 

inconsistencies on the long run 
  Mostly hopeless in ice-infested 

areas…  



Kalman Filter 
R. Kalman (1960) 

  Dynamical evolution of the errors 
  Forecast errors depend on initial and model errors 

 Complete covariance between all variables depends on 
sources of errors  

 Can virtually assimilate any kind of observations 
  But evolution must be linear  

  VERY Costly (n is the state dimension ~ 107) 
  2n forward model integrations 
  Storage of covariance matrix of size n2  



The Ensemble Kalman filter 
(EnKF) 

  Based on the KF 
  Extension to non linear dynamics 

  Monte Carlo method (ensemble propagation)  
  100 forward simulations 
  “Square root solution”  

  Costs: 100x forward simulations 
  Memory: 100n instead of n2.  

  BUT Same linear update as in the KF 
  Conservation issues 

  Used in the TOPAZ system 



Ensemble Kalman filtering 

Forecast Analysis 

Observations 

1.  Initial uncertainty 

2.  Model uncertainty 

3.  Measurement uncertainty 

1
2

3

Member1  

Member2  

…… 
Member99 

Member100  



TOPAZ EnKF setup (1/2) 
  Initial error (2 months before the first assimilation cycle) 

  Random perturbations of isopycnal layer thicknesses 
  Amplitude 10%, 2 spatial scales (50 and 300 km), vertically correlated 

over 5 isopycnal layers 
  Ice thickness initially perturbed (by 10%, 300 km scale) 

  Model errors 
  Random perturbations of heat fluxes, winds, precipitation, clouds 
  Horizontal correlation  = 200 km  
  Time correlation   = 3 days  
  Amplitude: 2m air temp = 3 deg C, radiative fluxes = 0.07 W/m2,  
  Winds perturbed non-divergent (in geostrophic balance)  

  From SLP perturbation, 10 mBar amplitude 

  Internal parameters of sea ice dynamics 
  Constant bias detection for  

  SSH and SST offsets 



Still an ensemble collapse? 

  The EnKF has a tendency to reduce ensemble spread 
each assimilation cycle  
  cf. presentation from M. Bocquet and other works 

  Nasty but necessary tricks: 
  Inflation: 1% 
  Moderation of observations  

  Adaptive pre-screening of observations (if pdfs do not match: stretch!) 
  Exaggerate obs errors x2 (anomalies update only) 



 TOPAZ EnKF setup (2/2) 

  Observation errors 
  Horizontal correlation: none (diagonal covariance) 

  Mostly for numerical convenience (assimilation in ensemble space) 
  Superobservations averaged on model grid cells 

  EnKF local analysis 
  Horizontal localization (not vertical) 

  Local state space = 1 water column 
  Ensures profile stability 

  Gaspari & Cohn type of tapering 
  Radius = 300 km (90 km effective radius) 



Reflection: 
Should we assimilate altimeter SSH  

or its gradients, or both? 

One 2D scalar field One 2D vector field: more obs? 



… Answer 

  The SSH only 
  The geostrophic currents are linear spatial gradients of 

SSH 
  The variance minimization is invariant by linear 

transformations 
  Assimilating both SSH and its gradients would be 

assimilating twice the same information 
  Similarly for the minimization of the cost function in 

variational DA 



The TOPAZ 
system 

  DEnKF, asynchronous 
  100 members 

  Observations 
  Sea Level Anomalies (CLS) 
  SST (NOAA, then OSTIA) 
  Sea Ice Concentr. (AMSR, NSIDC) 
  Sea ice drift (CERSAT) 
  T/S profiles (Argo, ITPs, field exps.) 

  Daily RT forecast at met.no  
  Out to 10 days  

  Reanalysis 
  ERA-Int forcing 
  Rivers from ERA-Int + TRIP (Oki & 

Sud, 98)  



Computations  
DEnKF 100 members 

  Ensemble Propagation 
  2500 CPU hours / cycle 
  Embarrassingly parallel 
  100x 133 CPU 11 min jobs 
  Each job requires 400 Mb 

  MPI parallelization 

  Analysis 
  20 CPU hours / update 
  6 datasets simultaneously 
  One 20 CPU 1h job 
  Memory required 1 Gb 

  MPI parallelization 
  HPC Machine: 
  Cray XT4, Installed 2008 

  5500 CPUs, 55 Tflop/s 
  1375 nodes (quad-core) 
  1-4 Gb per node 



EnKF Correlations, SST 

15th June 2008 24 Dec. 2008 



Ice concentration multivariate update 
summer 

[ K.A. Lisæter 
et al. 2003] 

Impact on temperature 

Impact on salinity 



Why dynamic Assimilation in coupled  
ice-ocean models? 

Also see Lisæter et al. Oc. Dyn. 2003 

There is no steady state 

Ice Ocean 



Track-SLA statistics 

R-factor 
Bias estimation 

Gulf Stream Gulf Stream Extension 

Sub-Equatorial 



Reanalyzed sea 
surface heights 
in 2007 (daily) 



Independent data: surface 
drifters 



SSH bias estimation 



Assimilation diagnostics: 
SST 

Gulf Stream Gulf Stream Extension 

Sub-Equatorial 

HR OSTIA SST is helpful! 



Reanalyzed 
surface 
temperature in 
2007 (daily) 



SST bias estimation 



Assimilation diagnostics: ice conc. 

Increased model errors 
+ Pre-screening of 

observations 



2003/04 

2003/09 2004/09 2005/09 

2004/04 2005/04 

Visual check of ice concentration: Not independent! 
Black line is the 15% ice conc. line from AMSR 



Black line is the 15% ice conc. line from AMSR 
2006/04 2007/04 2008/04 

2006/09 2007/09 2008/09 

Visual check of ice concentration: Not independent! 



Reanalyzed 
surface salinity 
in 2007 (daily) 



TOPAZ summary  

  The system  
  Has been run in real-time since January 2003 
  Part of MyOcean for forecasting the Arctic 

  Practical advantages of Monte Carlo methods 
  Naturally parallel operations 
  Runs on 100x133 CPUs 
  Uses 2500 CPU hours per week 

  Time for ecosystem data assimiation? 



Ocean ecosystem 
HYCOM-NORWECOM 

  Data: 
  Satellite, ocean colour 
  SeaWIFS 

  Problem 
  Coupled 3-dimensional 

physical-biological model 
  High-dimensional 
  Non-Gaussian variables 



Non-Gaussian variables 

  Asymmetric distributions (right skewed) 
  Positive valued 



Gaussian anamorphosis 

  Univariate transform  
  to Gaussian. 

  More adequate for 
linear analysis 

  Idea taken from 
Geostatistics 

Gaussian 
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Why is Gaussianity important? 

Standard 

  Makes scatterplots more linear 
  Reduces the impact of outliers 
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Gaussian 



Assimilation of SeaWIFS data 
in HYCOM-NORWECOM 

  Setup: 
  EnKF, 100 mems  
  Parameter estimation 
  Weekly cycle 
  Gaussian anamorphosis 

  Problems 
  Errors grow too fast  
  No forecast skills during May-

June compared to free run 
  Doubts on estimated parameter 

maps  

Chl errors 



Estimating loss to carnivores 

Wrong direction! 



Conclusions 

  Important issues to keep in mind when using the EnKF 
  State variables are well chosen?  

  ALL Prognostic variables. 
  Need to be transformed? 
  Initial and model errors are physically realistic? 

  Approach the real sources of errors  
  Is the EnKF scheme up to date?  

  Papers 5 years old are outdated 
  Put little inflation (~1% for 100 members) 

  Still a bunch of generic challenges 
  Non-linear effects  
  Can we have all: Consistency + accuracy + skills? 

  Codes, toy models, lectures on http://enkf.nersc.no  



Synthesis 

Capabilities 
  Forecasting and reanalysis at 

relatively high resolution 
  Eddy resolving with OI 
  Eddy permitting(+) with EnKF 

  Uncertainty estimates 
  Ensemble forecast = 10 members 

  Sensitivity to observations and 
model parameters 

Challenges 
  Strong non-linearities and 

biases 
  Ecosystem models …  

  Conservation of properties 
  Computational costs and 

memory issues 
  Defining model and observation 

errors 
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Extra slides 



Sea ice drift assimilation 

  Ice drift data from Ifremer 
  Lagrangian data 

  Max correlation 
  3-days drift  
  Fast changes related to the 

weather 
  Should not be time-

interpolated 
  We do not wish to increase 

the assimilation frequency 



The assimilation cycle 

One cannot assimilate EVERY time there is an observation 
Can be time-averaged or assimilated asynchronously 



ψa
t0 =ψf

t0 +  ψf’t0 (Hψt’)T (Hψt’ (Hψt’)T + R)-1 (dt- Hψt’) 
    

Method: Ensemble First Guess at Appropriate Time (Ensemble-FGAT). 
Hψt’ matrix evaluated during forward run at observation time and location 

Lagged Ensemble Cross-covariance cov(dt,ψto) 

Sakov, Evensen and Bertino, Tellus A, 2010 

No need for temporal interpolation 
No additional assumptions compared to the EnKF (Gaussian variables)  



Ensemble of ice drift 

  Model error in wind ensures 
ensemble spread 
  Ens SD ~2 km / 3d 
  RMS Error ~7 km / 3d 

  Extra calculations for HX’ 
  Lagrangian drifts from stored daily 

averages 
  2D-fields = Small files 

  Impacts  
  Sea ice conc., volume 
  Ocean surface T/S, currents 

  Full Impact study not completed. 



Ensemble 
Forecasting 
(Counillon & Bertino, OS 

2010) 

  Gulf of Mexico  
  Loop Current intrusions and eddy 

forecasting  
  Background color:  

  Independent satellite ocean color 

  Lines: ensemble forecast 
  HYCOM v2.1, 5km resolution  

  Boundary conditions from TOPAZ 



Sources of errors? 

  Different terms act at 
different time scales 
  Atmospheric forcing 
  Lateral boundary 

conditions 
  Time lag 

  Update “strength” 
  Combined effect is 

more than each 
individually 



Do we hit the right model error? 

Ensemble spread fits with forecast error,  
but amplitude is too low 

Counillon, assimilation of SST in a 1 deg resolution 
MICOM (NorESM), EnKF 40 members 

Ensemble SST spread SST errors 

Dec. 1991 


